
LIFTING OF TOPOLOGICAL ENTROPY

HARVEY B. KEYNES1

1. Introduction. In this paper, we will primarily be concerned with

the following problem: Suppose the flow (Y, fa is a transformation

group homomorphic image of the flow (X, fa. What can be said about

equality of the topological entropy of (X, fa and the topological

entropy of (Y, fa? In general, one can say nothing, since (Y, fa may

be the one-point flow. We show in this paper that group extensions

and inverse limits do preserve entropy. This enables us to show that

certain group-like extensions of minimal algebras (see [2]) also pre-

serve entropy. In particular, it follows that minimal distal flows have

zero entropy. We finally show that given rS;0, there exists a flow

whose entropy is r.

All spaces involved are compact Hausdorff. Unless otherwise

stated, we will consider flows (X, fa, i.e., 0 is a homeomorphism onto.

However, Lemmas (2.2) thru (2.4), and Theorems (2.6) and (2.11)

also hold for semiflows, i.e., continuous surjective maps. The entropy

of (X, fa) will mean topological entropy and will be denoted by

h(X, fa). All other notations and definitions for entropy will follow

[l]. Finally, we will denote that (Y, fa is a homomorphic image of

(X, fa by (X,tp)~(¥,*).

2. Lifting of entropy.

(2.1). Definition (cf. [2], [3]). (a) The flow (X, fa is an isometric

extension of (Y, fa if w: (X, 0)~(F, 1^) and there exists a continuous

map p: {(x, Xi) | irx = wxi} —>P such that:

(1) For every y, p induces a metric on w~ly.

(2) There exists a fixed compact metric space M which is isometric

to ir~ly (yE Y).

(3) If x, XiEX and TX = irxi, then p(<pnx, faxf) =p(x, Xi) for all re.

(b) The flow (X, fa is a group extension of (F, fa if there exists a

compact Hausdorff topological group G such that:

(1) (G, X) is a left freely-acting transformation group whose

action commutes with fa

(2) The orbit transformation group (X/G, fa is isomorphic to

(Y,fa.
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(2.2). Lemma. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, and (X, <j>),

(Y, yp) flows with w: (X,<p)^t(Y,\p). Suppose that:

(a) For every yEY, there exists a homeomorphism gy of K onto ir~1(y)

(with its subspace topology) such that given r\ an index of X, there exists

y an index of Kfor which guXgu(y) E n(yEY).

(b) Given an index n of X, there exists an index X of X such that if

x, Xi£A with 7tx = irxi and (x, Xi) E X, then (<pnx, <pnXi) Eyfor all n. Then

h(X,<p)=h(Y,i).
Proof. We need only show h(X, <p) gh( Y, \p). Let Sl be a finite open

cover for A, and n a Lebesgue index for Sl. Choose an index 7 of A as

in (a), and an index X of A as in (b). Then Uj_iZ;7 = A for some

integer s. By (b), U?,i gy(zi)\=w~ly (yEY). Applying (a), we have

that<j>'(gy(zi)\)E<t>igv(zi)r,EU(y, j,i)E% (yE FJinteger^0,1 gigs).

Fix an integer m^O. For every yE Y, let A (y, i) = f)7-o 4>~'U(y, j, i)

(lgigs). Then \JUxA(y, i)Dir-l(y). Using the filter {ir-l(N)\ N a

closed neighborhood of y}, then U*_ 1 A (y, i) Z)t~1(Mv) for some open

neighborhood My of y. Choose a finite subset F of Y for which

U {My\yEF} = Y, and consider the open cover 21* = {Mv\yEF}.

Now consider (Y, \f/m). Let n be an integer =g0, and Sl,,* a minimal

subcover for 3l*Vir'-'"31*V^-2'"Sl*V • • • V»rWn-1)m21*. We call an

n-tuple (y0, • • • , yn-i)EFn admissible if n?-o ^~imMUiE^.n. Choose

xEX and let y = 7rx. Choose (y0, • • • , yn-i) admissible with

yE^t:l^-imMyi.1hen

n— 1 n— 1 n— 1 /    $ \

xE-x'Ky) E fi ir-^~imMVi = D tp-^T-'M^ E D *-'«( U A(yi,k))
•=0 t=0 i=0 \k=.l /

n—1     *     m— 1

= n u n 4>-(im+i)u(yi,j,k)
t=0   *=1   y=o

n—1   m— 1

u      n n <p-^m+i)u(yi,j,k,),
C*o,•••.*„—i) «'=o j-o

where the first union is over w-tuples in [l, 5]". Hence the cover

2l„={n?ro1nf=-o10-(-+'»L7(y,., j, ki)\(y0,---, yn-i) admissible,
(kQ, - ■ ■ , kn-i)E [1, s]n} is a subcover of SIV^SIV ■ • ■ V0-"m+1Sl

such that I Sl„| =| Sin* I 5", independent of m. Now

l/nm-BC&V • • • v<rnm+isi)

g HQLJ/nm = log (| Sl„* | s*)/nm

= H(3l* V • • • V ^-("-1)mSl*)/«w + log s/m,

since Sl„* is minimal. Letting n—»», A(Sl, <p) gh(%*, \pm)/m-\-\ogs/m
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<;#(F, \pm)/m-\-\ogs/m = hiY, fa+\ogs/m. Letting m—>oo, #(31, fa)

^hiY, fa. The result follows.
It is easy to see, using the continuity of p, that the metric topology

on a fibre of an isometric extension is the subspace topology, whence

(2.2) can be applied. We also have:

(2.3). Lemma. Let (X, fa be a group extension of (F, fa with group

G. ThenhiX,fa=hiY,fa.

Proof. In this case, each fibre is Gx for some xEX. Since G is

freely acting, fa: G—>GX, g—>gx is a homeomorphism ixEX), and a

choice set of X will give the homeomorphisms. As G is a compact

group of automorphisms of iX, fa it follows by Ascoli's theorem and

minimality properties of the compact-open topology that all the

various function uniformities on G will give the original uniformity.

Applying this to the uniformity of uniform convergence on G yields

(a) of (2.2). For (b), we need only show that given an index n, there

is an index y such that ix, gx) Ej for some x implies (z, gz) En for all

zEX. It is sufficient to show that given a neighborhood U of e, there

exists an index y of X such that (x, gx)Ey for some x implies gE U.

If not, there is some open neighborhood V oi e such that given any

index y of X, there exists gyGpV and xyEX for which (x7, gyxy)Ey-

By compactness, we can assume xY—>x, gy—*g. Then g(£ V. However

x = gx, whence G freely acting implies g = e. This is a contradiction.

The result follows.

Note that if (Z, p) is "in-between" (F, fa and a group extension

(X, fa, then h(Z,p)=h(Y, fa.

(2.4). Lemma. Let ((Xa, fa,); 7rf) be an inverse system of flows (i.e.,

if B^a, then 5rf: (X$, fa)^i(Xa, fa*))- Let (X, fa be the inverse limit
flow. Then h(X, fa =sup h(Xa, fa/).

Proof. For every a, let ira: (X, fa)~(Xa, fa,) be the induced

canonical homomorphism. It then follows that h(X, fa) = sup h(Xa, fa,).

Now let 31 be an open cover for X. Since {irZ\Ua)\ Ua open in Xa

open in Xa, a arbitrary} is a base for X, it follows that 31 is refined by

an open cover S3 with elements of the form ir~lUa. By compactness,

we can assume 93= {ir~*(Uai)\i= 1, • • • , re}. Let a^cti, i=l,

■ ■ ■ , re. Since ir~/(Uai) =Tr~\(Tr°t)~1(Uai)) (* = 1, • • • , re), we have

that 93= {iTa1(I''»)|* = li •••>»}> where Vt open in Xa. Thus, 93

satisfies 7r~V<,93 = 93, and 7ra93 is an open cover of Xa. Hence hifa 31)

^hifa S8)=hifa, Ta%)^hiXa, tf>a) = sup h(Xa, fa). Thus, h(X, fa
^ sup HXa, fa,), and the proof is completed.

As a corollary, if the inverse system ((XOI fa,); 7r£) with inverse
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limit flow (A, <p) satisfies h(Xa, <ba) =c for every a, then h(X, <p)=c.

Moreover, if the system is really a sequence, then h(X, <p) =

lim h(Xm, <pm). We also have:

(2.5). Corollary. Let ((A,-, 0.) | iEI) be a family of flows. Then

h(XiXi, Xi<t>i) = sup{/z(XfA<, XW>>) I F a finite subset of i}

= SUP \ ^2h(Xi, d>i) | F a finite subset of I> .

Proof. The first equality follows from the fact that a product is an

inverse system over finite subsets of the indexing set. The latter in-

equality comes from the obvious assertion that fe(XpA,-, X/*/>.)

g ^,f h(Xi, 4>i) when F is finite (whether equality holds here is, as

yet, unknown).

Finally, the proof of (2.4) shows that if ((Aa, <ba)) is a family of

flows and (A, <p) is a flow such that

(1) there exists ira: (A, <p)^i(Xa, <pa) for all a, and

(2) every open cover of A is refined by a cover of the form Tr^Sla,

where 3la is an open cover of Xa for some a, then h(X, 0)=sup

h(Xa, (pa).

We now apply (2.3) and (2.4). The following result is immediate

by (transfinite) induction.

(2.6). Theorem. Let (A, <j>) be a flow for which there exist an ordinal

v and families ((Xa, <pa)\agv), ((Ya, \f/a)\ocgv) of flows such that:

(1) (Xt,<p,) = (X,<p).
(2) If a<v, (Ya+i, yj/a+i) is a group extension of (Xa, <pa).

(3) Ifa<v, then (F„+1, ^Q+1)^(Aa+1, cpa+i)^(Xa, <pa).

(4) If a gv is a limit ordinal, then (Xa, (pa) is the inverse flow of the

inverse system ((Xa,<pa)\^<a) defined by (3). Thenh(X,<p)=h(Xo,<po).

The principal application of (2.6) is to minimal flows. A careful

reading of [2, Proposition 4.25] yields:

(2.7). Proposition. Let a and ffi be T-subalgebras of 3R such that 05

is a nontrivial, quasi-separable, group-like extension of &. Then there

exists an ordinal v and collections ((&a\agv), (0°„|a^j') of T-subalge-

bras such that:

(1) O30=«, 03, = (B.

(2) Q3aC(B3 (agpgp).

(3) 03 «+i is an isometric extension of 03 a and (?a+i is a group extension

sion of 03a with G3aCo3a+iC(Pa+i (ct<v).

(4) For limit ordinals a gv,

(Ba= {U{G3(,|/3 <a}},        <P«= {U{<Pfl|/8<«}}.
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Since T is the integers in our case, every group-like extension is

quasi-separable [2, p. 24]. The following result is then an immediate

corollary of (2.6), noting that the limit algebras in (2.7) yield inverse

limit transformation groups.

(2.8). Theorem. Let iX, fa) and (F, fa be minimal flows for which
X~($>, F~(i, where & and ($, are T-subalgebras of 3H. Suppose that (S>

is a group-like extension of &. Then hiX, fa =hiY, fa.

(2.9). Corollary. Let iX, fa be minimal distal. Then hiX, fa=0.

Proof. It is shown in [2] that a minimal distal flow is a group-like

extension of the one-point flow.

Note that (2.9) for metric X can be deduced directly from the

Furstenberg Structure Theorem [3] by using (2.6).

We now construct flows with arbitrary entropy.

(2.10). Lemma. Let (F, fa be a flow and re a positive integer. Form

the flow iX,fa), where X is re disjoint copies (F, i) of Y, (1 gt'^re), and

fay, i) = (y, i+1), lSi^n-1; fay, n) = ifa[y), 1). Then HX, fa
= n~1hiY,fa.

Proof. It is clear that each (F, i) is 0n-invariant and that the flow

((F, i), fa) is isomorphic to (F, fa. Hence fe((F, i), fa)=hiY, fa.
Moreover, hiX, <£n) =max,- HiY, i), fa) =/i(F, fa by [l, Theorem 4].

Since nhiX, fa =hiX, fa) [l, Theorem 2], the result follows.

(2.11). Theorem. Let r ^0. Then there exists a flow iX, fa such that

HX,fa=r.

Proof. We can clearly assume r>0. Choose a flow (Z, p) for which

hiZ, p)=c>0 (e.g., a symbolic flow). If m, re are positive integers,

there exists a flow with entropy mc/n by applying (2.10) to (Z, pm).

Pick an increasing sequence of rationals (r„)n£i such that t-„c—>r, and

let iXn, fa.) he a flow with entropy rnc. Let iX0, <f>o) be the trivial

flow. Let ff be the finite subsets of the positive integers directed by

subset inclusion. For every FE$, let iXp, fay) be the disjoint sum

now + HXn, fa)\nEFVJ {0}). Ii F^G, define tgf: iX a,(ba)ZiX F, <f>F)
by 7Tf|X„ = id, if nEF, and irj?|X„ is the constant map onto X0, if

n^F. Let (X, fa he the inverse limit flow of this system. Then

hiX, fa = sup{hiXF, (f>F)\FE5} by (2.4). But hiXF, <j,F)=maxF r„c

since (r„c) f . Thus, hiX, fa =sup„ rnc = r. The result follows.

It would be interesting to find a minimal flow which satisfies the

conclusion of (2.11). It is known [4] that there exist minimal flows

with arbitrarily large entropy.
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We finally consider a nonminimal distal flow (A, <p). Although X

decomposes into a partition of minimal distal flows, we cannot con-

clude that h(X, <p)=0, since the partition may be infinite. We do

know:

(2.12). Remark. Let (A, <p) be a distal flow and (E(X),\p) its envel-

oping semigroup. Then h(E(X), \p) =0.

Proof. Since (A, <p) is distal, it is known that (E(X),4/) is minimal

distal. The result follows by (2.8).

The author conjectures that if (A, <p) is a distal flow, then h(X, <p)
= 0.
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